
INSIDEEDGE XAFT DELIVERS A SEAMLESS,  
SCRIPTLESS ADVANTAGE

InsideEdge xAFT is a scriptless enterprise test automation platform developed  
by EPAM that accelerates the process of automating testing on multi-tier 
applications. Working as a framework to connect technical testing personnel 
to functional personnel like analysts and strategists, InsideEdge xAFT performs 
targeted automation against identified tiers, including user interfaces, services, 
databases, and mobile platforms. With the tiers and test cases easily understood  
by technical and functional team members, InsideEdge xAFT allows for 
unprecedented collaboration between the two previously siloed departments.

The framework does not require users to learn an underlying programming 
language. Instead, InsideEdge xAFT runs on an easy-to-learn, human programming 
language that automates scripts without writing code. That’s the scriptless 
advantage of working with EPAM and using InsideEdge xAFT!

HOW IT WORKS

With testing no longer a separate and specialized activity, your organization  
can achieve increased automation coverage in areas ranging from UX to web 
services. The test automation framework is built on an open-source technology 
stack, which allows users to create highly maintainable suites and support  
their interfaces from a single scripting platform. Combine these features with 
InsideEdge xAFT’s scriptless architecture, and you get an all-in-one platform for 
automating application testing, facilitating browser compatibility, supporting  
back-end database validations, decreasing time-to-market, and saving on 
dedicated testing resources. 

EPAM’S SCRIPTLESS  
ENTERPRISE TEST  
AUTOMATION PLATFORM

KEY FEATURES 

• Intuitive user interface supports modular, 
configurable, data-driven, keyword-driven, 
and object-based testing, which is then 
automated automatically

• Test design and execution are traceable 
through user interface

• Various dashboard charts provide users  
with test design and execution metrics

• Modular design allows for reusable test 
cases, scripts, and suites

• Detailed test execution reports provide 
focused analysis of testing

• Reporting screenshots enable users to view 
current and historical test automation results

• Solution integrates with third-party test 
management tools, including QMetry 
and Rally

GO SCRIPTLESS TODAY!

Ready to learn more about how EPAM and 
InsideEdge xAFT can give your organization  
the scriptless advantage? 

Get in touch with us today to get started!

SALES@EPAM.COM 

EPAM.COM/CONTACT


